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Apple A Case Study Ysis
A Russian court has postponed an appeal hearing in an antitrust case against Apple, over allegations Apple limited the functionality of third-party parental control apps with its Screen Time feature.

Apple appeal hearing postponed in Russia antitrust case
Apple unleashed messaging to explain why users should only install Apple-approved apps through its App Store on iOS.

The impact of Apple’s sideloading philosophy on developers
A new study has been published that aims to show how popular Apple and Google’s first-party apps are and to specifically make the case that they limit competition as they’re preinstalled. The Verge ...

Facebook-commissioned ‘study’ claims Apple’s pre-installed apps unfairly dominate the iPhone
The problem right now for the higher highs of the big tech stocks is that other key sectors are failing to make new highs.

Apple, Amazon And Microsoft: New Highs For Tech While Other Sectors Struggle
On average, the study found that it took 79 days after a COVID-19 outbreak was first confirmed to return to a normal resting heart rate.

Study finds COVID-19 can have lasting effects on heart rate
The past decade has witnessed scandal after scandal over private images maliciously or accidentally made public. A new study from computer scientists at Columbia Engineering reveals what may be the ...

Encrypting photos on the cloud to keep them private
Apple says that the dangers of allowing customers to load arbitrary apps are too severe and that the iOS App Store is a bulwark against ransomware, device hijacking, the invasion of children’s privacy ...

Apple Justifies iOS App Store’s Tight Control in White Paper
Despite protests from workers, Apple is remaining resolute in its position. Remote-work positions will be limited and decisions made “on a case-by-case basis with any new remote positions requiring ...

A Single-Mother, Self-Taught Software Developer Living With Mental Illness Raises Concerns Over Apple’s Limited Remote-Work Policy
Early research from Digital Engagement and Tracking for Early Control and Treatment trial run says Apple Watch and Fitbits could detect long-term effects of COVID-19.

Study says the Apple Watch can detect long-term COVID-19 effects
Today is Data Privacy Day, and to mark the occasion, Apple has published a case study titled ‘A Day in the Life of Your Data.’ In the accompanying press release ...

Apple Publishes ‘A Day in the Life of Your Data’ Case Study and Reveals That App Tracking Transparency is Coming in the Spring
New research brings light to the iPhone 12's possible negative interference with medical devices. What is the problem and how has Apple responded?

Apple Says Devices May Disrupt Pacemakers: A Lesson on the Importance of EMI
When Chinese authorities swiftly shut down one of its country's most popular apps in an antitrust crackdown, there were immediate debilitating ...

China is cracking down on its own tech giants, but Apple and the U.S. IPO market could pay the price
A new study led by doctors at Dallas’ Baylor University Medical Center found a major advancement in the fight against esophageal cancer.

Study Finds Key Advancement in Care For Esophageal Cancer
Amazon has said it is fully cooperating with the investigation. The big tech firms have caught flak in recent months. In another investigation, the German antitrust regulator has been looking into ...

Apple, Amazon Face Antitrust Probe In Spain Over Online Sales
Apple has another patent dispute on its hands, this time with the medical-grade pulse oximetry whizes from Masimo, over the new oxygen saturation test feature in the Watch Series 6.

Ban Watch 6 sales, as Apple poached our staff and stole our oximetry patents, demands Masimo
The antitrust lawsuit initiated by Epic Games against Apple was given the green light to move forward by the court in Australia.

Australia Green-Lights Epic Games Antitrust Lawsuit Against Apple
BELLEVUE, Wash., (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Parallels, a global leader in cross-platform solutions, today announced an update to Parallels (R) Remote Application Server (Parallels (R) RAS, parallels.com/ras) ...

Parallels Remote Application Server Update Maximizes the Remote Working Experience for Users and Admins
On Thursday, the company posted a brief note on its “Apple Podcasts for Creators” portal flagging the problem: Listeners on iOS 14.6 may experience an issue that prevents automatic downloads for new ...

Apple Podcasts Continues to Be Plagued by Technical Issues
They’ve got this pretty cool black goo on their face.” What Husson and Victoria have been seeing are apple snails, a rather large species of the shelled gastropods, that have sprung up around Horry ...

‘They’ll kill the pond’: What to know as apple snails infest Horry County again
A new study found arts and cultural groups in downtown Arlington contribute more than $118 million to the local economy each year.
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